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Abstract

In this work we investigate the spin correlation effect of the interference between signal
and irreducible background events present in top quark pair production at the LHC at LO
in the dilepton channel. To simulate the high energy proton-proton collisions of the LHC,
MadGraph5 aMC@NLO framework is used as an event generator. The spin correlations
are explicitly measured via the lepton kinematics and analyzed through the spin-density
formalism. Moreover, we also study the leptonic angular distributions. We find that there
is a measurable effect on the spin correlations of top quark pairs from the interference
between signal and irreducible background events present in top quark pair production
on the order of percent level, but that there is no measurable difference for the leptonic
angular distributions.



Popular Science Summary

Atoms often come to mind when thinking of the smallest things in nature. However, atoms
are in turn made up of a nucleus of protons and neutrons with orbiting electrons. The
protons and neutrons in turn are made up of even smaller fundamental particles called
quarks. Together with the leptons, which the electron is a family member of, they make
up the fermions, the matter particles. Along with bosons, the particles responsible for the
fundamental forces, they make up the Standard Model (SM), which describes most of what
we see in our universe, except dark matter and dark energy, which is still unknown.

Arguably, the most peculiar particle in the SM is the top quark. Even though it is unimag-
inable small, it’s about 175 times heavier than the much bigger proton. This immense mass
makes it stand out from the rest of the SM. Because of this property, the top quark plays
an important role in fine tuning of the SM and can thus be used to probe the underlying
physics of the SM. In practice the top quark is hard to produce since by Einsteins famous
energy-mass relation, the higher the mass, the more energy is required. Because of this, top
quarks can only be produced in high energy collisions. In Earth’s upper atmosphere this
occurs naturally when cosmic rays collide with particles in the atmosphere. Though, here
on earth only the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN can achieve sufficient energy,
just like the Tevatron could in the past.

One property of the top quark is spin, since it can be measured relatively easily via the
momentum, angles and directions of the decay products. Spin is an inherent property of
all fundamental particles and when a top quark pair is produced their spins are correlated.
Even though the pair decays so rapidly that it cannot be measured directly, the spin
information is conserved in the decay products. In this way, the top quarks can be measured
indirectly by measuring their decay products.

Top quarks are an invaluable tool since they serve as a gateway to understanding current
and new physics. Determining the magnitude of the spin effects of the background for
top quark pairs is therefore important for the ability to make predictions for observables
related to top quarks which in turn can lead to a better understanding of physics. The spin
correlation effects of top quark pair production have been measured on numerous levels,
however the effect of the interference between signal and background has not yet been
considered. The prevailing view is that the effect is negligible and the goal of this work is
to confirm or disprove this.

The aim of this project is to quantitatively measure the effect that the interference be-
tween signal and background has on the top quark pair’s spin correlation. By using the
programme MadGraph5 aMC@NLO, proton-proton collisions at the LHC are simulated
for the signal and background present in top quark pair production. The spin correlations
are then reconstructed from the decay products. In this project we found that there is
indeed a measurable effect from the interference between signal and background, however
more research is needed in order to determine the origin of these interference effects and if
they can be reduced by analysis cuts that select top quark pair production.
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1 Introduction

The top quark is the most massive of the particles described by the Standard Model
(SM) of particle physics with a mass mtop=172.22±0.73 GeV [1]. This gives the top quark
some very interesting properties which makes it interesting to investigate for multiple
purposes. Firstly, because of its large mass, it has the strongest Higgs-Yukawa-coupling out
of all of the SM particles and given the mass-Yukawa coupling relation implies a coupling
of gSMt ≈ 0.99 when evaluated at the energy scales of mt [2]. This is interesting since this
value lies very near the (quasi-)infrared limit of the SM from which the mass of the top
quark can be predicted from. This in turn given a connection between the top quark and
the Higgs field which can be used to investigate the Higgs sector [3].

Moreover, the mass of the top quark can be regarded as a free parameter of the SM and
this gives it an important role in the fine-tuning problem. Moreover, because of its high
mass it has a very small life-time with a mean life-time, τt in the range of 1.6 × 10−25 <
τt < 6.0 × 10−25 that is smaller than the timescale of hadronization, which is 3.3 × 10−24

s [4]. Thus, it decays before hadronization making it an ideal candidate for investigating
quark properties. The ability to make predictions for observables related to top quarks is
therefore of dire importance both for understanding the existing theories in particle physics
and to expand our views of it by extensions to the existing theories. This can in turn lead
the way to new physics and theories beyond and within the SM.

Because of its high mass there are few possible reactions for top quarks since the required
energy density needed to produce a top quark is immense. The only way to achieve these
energy levels is by high energy collisions. Naturally this occurs in the Earth’s upper atmo-
sphere when cosmic rays collide with particles in the air creating showers of high energy
particles. Top quarks have been detected in numerous high energy collisions since its dis-
covery in 1995 [5] in both single-top and top quark pair production.

Top quark pair production occurs dominantly via strong interaction by gluon-gluon fu-
sion, in which a highly energetic gluon is created which decays into a top (t) and antitop
(t̄). However, the decay of an intermediate Z boson or photon can also create a top and
antitop pair, although this is much rarer. Single top production occurs via weak interaction
through several processes, a bottom quark can transform to a top quark by exchanging a W
boson with an up or down quark. Furthermore, an intermediate W boson can decay into a
top and antibottom quark. Additionally, a single top quark can be produced in association
with a W boson which requires an initial state bottom quark.

In top quark pair production when one t and t are produced, their spin properties are
correlated, making the spin correlation effects an optimal tool to serve as a probe with
which one can investigate the underlying physics of the pair. Fortunately, since the mean
lifetime of the top quark is smaller than the timescale of hadronization and thus the
timescale of interaction, it decays with an almost 100% branching ratio to a W boson and
bottom quark before it can interact with particles which would cause spin decorrelation.
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This means that spin decorrelation does not set in since the top quark decays before
interaction. Because of this, the spin information is conserved in the decay products of the
tt pair. This makes the decay products an optimal source for understanding the nature
of top quarks since it enables an indirect spin correlation measurement of the tt pair by
measuring the spin correlation of the decay products directly.

The most prominent decay of tt pairs is the all-hadronic channel where both W bosons
decay into quarks. There is also the less prominent semi-leptonic channel, where one W
boson decays into a quark and the other W boson decay to a lepton and neutrino. However,
the dilepton channel (with branching ratio ≈ 10.5%) where both W bosons decays to a lep-
ton and neutrino results in the clearest signal in hadron-hadron collisions compared to the
others decay channels. Thus, the dilepton decay channel is the preferred for investigating
spin correlation effects. The top quark spin correlations and the differential distributions
of the decay products have previously been studied at various levels of precision through
the dilepton channel. The effects of top quark spin correlations have been studied at next
to leading order (NLO) at QCD [6, 7, 8], NLOW (NLO QCD + weak) [9] [10] and at NLO
(QCD + EW) [11] accuracy. These have also been compared to experimental data at both
the ATLAS [12] and CMS [13] experiments.

In these studies, the impact that the interference between signal and background events
present in top pair production could have on top pair’s spin correlation have not been
included in detail. The prevailing view is that the contributions from the interference be-
tween signal and background events is essentially insignificant for the spin correlations and
therefore it can be omitted. In this study, the spin correlation effect between the double-
resonance top quark pair production and the corresponding background events is studied at
LO at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) with 13 TeV center of momentum energy. The aim
is to quantitatively determine the effect that the interference between signal and irreducible
background events present in top quark pair production have on the spin correlations of
top quark pairs. This is done by analysing the dilepton decay channel of top quark pair
production. The spin correlations are analyzed numerically through its spin coefficients via
the spin-density formalism [10, 14]. To simulate the high energy proton-proton collisions of
the LHC, the MadGraph5 aMC@NLO framework [15] is used as an event generator.

The structure of this theses is the following. Firstly in Sec. 2, the theoretical framework
of the project is presented, with the model considered in Sec. 2.1, the dilepton decay
channel in Sec. 2.2, in Sec. 2.3, the spin correlation coefficients are defined within the
spin-density formalism and in Sec. 2.4, the relativistic kinematics of the transformation
between the lab frame and the CM frame is explained. Thereafter in Sec. 3 the numerical
setup with the different input parameters for MadGraph5 aMC@NLO are explained for
the event generation along with the calculated cross sections which are used for weighing
the observables. In Sec. 4, the results for the spin coefficients and the distributions of the
leptonic angles are presented and discussed. Finally, the results are concluded in Sec. 5.
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2 Theoretical setup

In this section, the model considered and the dilepton decay channel of top quark pair pro-
duction is explained and the processes that are used for analysing the effect between the
interference between signal and irreducible background events are presented along with how
the different contributions and their cross sections are combined. With the irreducible back-
ground we mean all background events that have distributions of the kinematic variables
similar to that of the signal that cannot be reduced by applying selection cuts. Furthermore,
the analysis for the spin correlation coefficients are introduced, expressed in the spin-density
formalism [10, 14]. Thereafter, the relativistic kinematics of the transformation between the
lab frame and the t t̄ center of momentum (CM) frame is determined.

2.1 Modelling

For this study we have assumed that we have an ideal detector with full reconstruction of
the kinematics in the events. Thus, we assume that the t momentum can be reconstructed
exactly in each event, despite the fact that we cannot measure the neutrino momentum in
experiment. Moreover, since we are interested in the interference effect between the signal
and background, we have not restricted the invariant mass of the lepton, b-quark and
neutrino to be close to that of the t, something that is always done in practical analysis
in order to reduce the contamination from background contributions and the interference
between the signal and background. Ergo, we assume that a t can be reconstructed in each
event. In addition, the systematical uncertainties are assumed to be exactly the same for all
processes. As a result, we are looking at the ideal case, with the best case to find an effect.
Hence, there could be that some effects in practice might be washed out a bit compared
to the ideal model we consider here.

2.2 The dilepton decay channel

The dilepton decay channel of top quark pair production has contributions from both non-
resonant, single-resonant and double-resonant diagrams. With non-resonant contributions
we mean the contributions in which we have virtual top quarks that are off-shell as in-
termediate states in the contributions which do not obey the energy-momentum relation
and therefore do not correspond to any resonances in the top field and thus no creation
of a t or t̄ particle. On the other hand, single-resonant contributions corresponds to the
contributions where there is a single-resonance in the top field which corresponds to the
creation of a t or t̄ particle that is created on-shell as a intermediate state, where the energy-
momentum relation is obeyed. Similarly, the double-resonant contribution corresponds to
the contributions in which there is a double-resonance in the top field which corresponds
to the creation of a t t̄ particle pair that is created on-shell as intermediate states, where
the energy-momentum relation is obeyed.
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The full dilepton decay channel covers all the contributions that produces the dilepton
final state l+ l− ν ν b b and is denoted by,

p p −→ l+ l− vl vl b b. (1)

In order to study the spin correlation effect of the interference between signal and back-
ground present in the top quark pair production, the full dilepton decay process needs
to be parameterized for the no interference terms: for the double-resonant contribution,
the single-resonant contributions and the non-resonant contributions. The process for the
double-resonance contribution which corresponds to the top pair production with its sub-
sequent decays are,

p p −→ t t, t −→ l+ vl b, t −→ l− vl b. (2)

The other contributions can be divided into three distinct processes which can be denoted
in a similar manner to the full process described by Eq. (1) with the difference that they all
have different exclusions in their s-channels. This is due to the way MadGraph5 aMC@NLO
generates processes, since when generating a process one defines what it should include
specifically by specifying what to exclude from the process. In this way, when generating
the process for the single-resonant t we need to exclude t̄ from the s-channel, so that there
are no t̄ as propagators in the s-channel and thus no t̄ as intermediate states in the decay,
so only t s-channel resonances are kept. Similarly, for the process that includes the single-
resonant t̄, t is instead excluded from the s-channel of the process in order to only keep t̄
s-channel resonances.

However, in MadGraph5 aMC@NLO, the non-resonant contributions are still included in
the processes when we generate the single-resonant t or t̄ processes this way, so this in turn
gives two contributions which includes both the single + non-resonant contributions for
t and t̄ respectively. Consequently, the processes cannot be combined directly by simply
adding them together since the non-resonant contributions are double counted. Therefore, a
third process is needed which excludes both the t and t̄ s-channel resonances and only takes
into account the non-resonant contributions. This third process can then be subtracted
from the other processes in order to correct for the double counting of the non-resonant
contributions.

With excluding t and/or t in the s-channel, we mean that all the Feynman diagrams which
involve t and/or t in the s-channel, where two particles join into an t and/or t as an
intermediate state which then in turn decays into two other particles are discarded, as
illustrated in Fig. 1.
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P1

P2

P3

P4

S-channel

Figure 1: Illustration of the s-channel, where two incoming particles P1 and P2 interact,
joining into a intermediate particle, here depicted in magenta, which then splits into two
new particles P3 and P4.

Consequently, this gives a total of five different processes. Namely, one double-resonant
(the tt pair), two single + non-resonant (one where the t is omitted in the s-channel and
one where the t is), one non-resonant (both t and t excluded in the s-channel), and the full.
To get the no interference contribution, the processes are then combined by adding the
double-resonant and the two single + non-resonant and then subtracting the non-resonant
process in order to account for the double counting of the non-resonant contributions. The
cross section for the processes are then related via,

σFull ≈ σD + σ\t + σ\t̄ − σ\tt̄ ≡ σNo Interference, (3)

where σFull, σD, σ\t, σ\t and σ\tt denote the cross sections for the full, Eq. (1), the double-
resonant contribution, Eq. (2), the single + non-resonant contribution excluding t in s-
channel, the single + non-resonant contribution excluding t̄ in the s-channel and the non-
resonant contribution excluding both tt̄ in the s-channel respectively. These two processes,
the full and the no interference which is a combination of the four other contributions are
then used in order to analyze the observables related to the irreducible interference between
the signal and background events present in top quark production. The cross sections that
are to be combined for the no interference are expected to follow a hierarchy in size as,

σD >> σ\t,\t̄ > σ\tt̄. (4)

Since the contributions will be weighted towards their cross sections when combined into the
no interference, as the cross sections are combined in Eq. (3), the double-resonant process
will have the largest contribution toward the observables calculated from the no interference
and the non-resonant process will have the smallest contribution to the observables as given
by Eq. (4).
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In Fig. 2, some example Feynman diagrams of the dilepton decay channel from the differ-
ent processes are shown, demonstrating the variety of diagrams that are included in the
dilepton decay chain with dilepton final states.
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(d) Example Feynman diagram for the sin-
gle + non-resonant process excluding t̄ in
the s-channel.
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(e) Example Feynman diagram for the
non-resonant contribution excluding tt̄ in
the s-channel.

Figure 2: Examples of Feynman diagrams from the full and the other processes that cover
the double-resonant, single-resonant and non-resonant contributions.
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2.3 Spin correlation coefficients

The spin correlation effect is analyzed through the use of the spin-density formalism [10,
14], which introduces a set of coefficients which expresses the spin correlations for top
quark pair production. The interference effect can then be determined by comparing the
spin correlation coefficients between the different contributions. The spin-density formalism
introduces a set of coefficients that parametrize the cross section along a chosen axis in
a reference frame in which the spins of the top quarks are expressed. In order to present
this, a frame of reference that defines the leptonic angles must be introduced. By following
the notations used in [10], the orthonormal basis (k̂, n̂, r̂) for the spin directions is defined

in the following way. Let k̂ be the direction of the top quark in the tt CM frame boosted
rotation-free from the laboratory frame as the first unit vector. The direction of one of the
proton beams in the laboratory frame, denoted p̂ is then used as a helping vector in order
to define the second unit vector n̂. The second unit vector is then defined as the normal to
the plane spanned by k̂ and p̂ as n̂. Lastly, r̂ is then defined as a unit vector to complete
the, right-handed orthonormal basis (k̂, n̂, r̂), see Fig. 3.

^p

^r

n̂

^k

θ

Figure 3: The chosen orthonormal basis for the spin projections, given by (k̂, n̂, r̂). The
red arrows indicate the directions of the t and t in the tt CM frame and the first unit
vector of the basis, k̂. The black arrow indicates the second unit vector of the basis, n̂ and
the magenta arrow shows the third unit vector in the basis, r̂. The blue arrow represents
the direction of one of the proton beams in the laboratory frame and the helping vector p̂
which is used to define the orthonormal basis (k̂, n̂, r̂). The angle θ is defined as the angle
between the outgoing top quark and the direction of the proton beam in the tt CM frame.
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The unit vectors n̂ and r̂ in the orthonormal basis (k̂, n̂, r̂) are thus given by

n̂ = sign(cos(θ))
1

sin(θ)
p̂× k̂. (5)

r̂ = sign(cos(θ))
1

sin(θ)
(p̂− k̂ cos(θ)), (6)

Where we introduce the sign(cos(θ)) in order to maintain non-vanishing coefficients due
to charge conjugation and parity (CP) transformations [10, 14]. Within this frame, the
leptonic angles can then be defined as

cos(θk+) = p̂l+ · k̂ cos(θk−) = p̂l− · k̂ (7)

cos(θn+) = p̂l+ · n̂ cos(θn−) = p̂l− · n̂ (8)

cos(θr+) = p̂l+ · r̂ cos(θr−) = p̂l− · r̂, (9)

where p̂l± are the direction of motion of the charged leptons and the angles are defined as
θ+ for l+ and θ− for l−. With these definitions, the normalized differential distribution can
be expanded in terms of the angles in the following way,

1

σ

dσ

dcos(θi+)dcos(θ
j
−)

=
1

4

(
1 +Bi

+cos(θ
i
+) +Bj

−cos(θ
j
−) + Cijcos(θ

i
+)cos(θ

j
−)
)
, (10)

for i, j = k̂, n̂, r̂. From this, a set of six B coefficients and nine C coefficients are intro-
duced. By integration and expansion of Eq. (10), one can extract the coefficients via the
two following identities,

Cij = −9

〈
cos(θi+)cos(θ

j
−)
〉

σ
, Bi

± = 3

〈
cos(θi±)

〉
σ

, (11)

where -9 and 3 are normalization factors [10] and the
〈
cos(θi±)

〉
denotes the average of the

cosine of the leptonic angles. This is straightforward for the Full contribution, but more
complicated for the no interference contributions. In order to get the average leptonic angles
and the average products of leptonic angles for the no interference, the separate averages
for the individual contributions needs to be weighted with their respective cross section
and combined in the same way as the cross sections in Eq. (3). To this end, the averages
of the leptonic angles and the averages of the products of the leptonic angles for the no
interference are calculated as,

〈
cos(θi±)

〉
N
=

σD ⟨L⟩D + σ\t ⟨L⟩\t + σ\t̄ ⟨L⟩\t̄ − σ\tt̄ ⟨L⟩\tt̄
σN

, (12)
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and 〈
cos(θi+)cos(θ

j
−)
〉
N
=

σD ⟨Lp⟩D + σ\t ⟨Lp⟩\t + σ\t̄ ⟨Lp⟩\t̄ − σ\tt̄ ⟨Lp⟩\tt̄
σN

, (13)

where L and Lp are the cosine of the leptonic angles and the products of the leptonic angles
respectively,

L = cos(θi±), Lp = cos(θi+) cos(θ
j
−). (14)

The spin correlation coefficients for the no interference contributions can then be deter-
mined by using Eqs. (12), (13) and (14) in Eq. (11). The code for implementing the spin-
density formalism, calculating the coefficients and plotting the distributions of the leptonic
angles can be found in appendices A.3, A.4 and A.5 respectively.

2.4 Transformation between the lab frame and the CM frame

The resulting LHE file from the processes containing the events all contain the four-
momentum vectors for the initial, the intermediate and the final state particles in the
event. In order to determine the spin correlation coefficients as described in Sec. 2.3, the
four-momentum vectors needs to be expressed in the tt̄ CM frame in order to calculate
the leptonic angles described by Eqs. (7), (8) and (9). However, in the LHE file all the
four-momentum vectors are measured in the lab frame. Therefore, a Lorentz boost need to
be applied to transform the four-momentum vectors from the lab frame, see Fig. 4a, to the
tt̄ CM frame, see Fig. 4b.

P1
μ=(E1, 0, 0, E1) P2

μ=(E2, 0, 0, -E2)

Lab frame

(a) Lab frame.

P1
μ'=(E'1, 0, 0, E'1) P2

μ'=(E'1, 0, 0, -E'1)

CM frame

180o

(b) tt̄ CM frame.

Figure 4: Comparison between the Lab frame and the tt̄ CM frame with the direction of
the partons in blue, the direction of the t and t̄ in red and the directions of the leptons in
green.
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In the lab frame, the four-momentum vectors of the two colliding partons have different
energies E1 and E2 and spacial momentum in opposite directions, equal to its energies, as,

P µ
1 = (E1, 0, 0, E1), P µ

2 = (E2, 0, 0,−E2). (15)

Whereas, in the tt̄ CM frame, where the top quark pair is back to back, the four-momentum
of the partons extracted from the protons must have equal energies and equal spacial
momentum in opposite directions, so that the sum of the spatial momenta is zero. So the
four-momentum vector of the protons in the tt̄ CM frame is then,

P µ′

1 = (E
′

1, 0, 0, E
′

1), P µ′

2 = (E
′

1, 0, 0,−E
′

1). (16)

The four-momentum vectors of the two frames are related via the Lorentz transformation
matrix denoted by B(u) as,

P µ′
= B(u)P µ, (17)

Where u is the velocity of the boost between the two frames as,

u = (ux, uy, uz). (18)

Since between the Lab frame and the tt CM frame, the x and y components remain
invariant, the Lorentz transformation only needs to give a boost in the z -direction, with a
boost velocity,

u = (0, 0, uz). (19)

This in turn gives the Lorentz transformation matrix as

B(u) =


γ 0 0 −βγ
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0

−βγ 0 0 γ

 , (20)

where, β is the boost factor and γ is the Lorentz factor given by,

β =
uz

c
, γ =

1√
1− β2

. (21)

By taking the sum of the four-momentum in each frame for Eqs. (15) and (16) respectively,
the transformation between the frames can then be written in matrix form in terms of the
Lorentz matrix by using Eqs. (17) and (20) as,
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2E ′

0
0
0

 =


γ 0 0 −βγ
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0

−βγ 0 0 γ



E1 + E2

0
0

E1 − E2

 . (22)

Expressing the last row of Eq. (22) and solving for the boost factor gives β in terms of the
energies of the partons as,

0 = −βγ(E1 + E2) + γ(E1 − E2) ⇒ β =
E1 − E2

E1 + E2

. (23)

The boost matrix between the Lab frame and tt CM frame can then be written in terms
of the energies of the partons in the Lab frame by using Eqs. (23), (21) and (22) as,

B(E1, E2) =


1√

1−(
E1−E2
E1+E2

)2
0 0 −E1−E2

E1+E2

1√
1−(

E1−E2
E1+E2

)2

0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0

−E1−E2

E1+E2

1√
1−(

E1−E2
E1+E2

)2
0 0 1√

1−(
E1−E2
E1+E2

)2
.

 . (24)

With the Lorentz transformation matrix given by Eq. (24) the four-momentum vectors of
all the generated particles can be transformed from the lab frame to the tt̄ CM frame using
Eq. (17). The code for implementing this can be found in appendix A.2.

3 Numerical setup

In this section, the numerical setup of the event generation in MadGraph5 aMC@NLO is
described. The syntax for the generation of the different process are explained, together
with the different input parameters for the event generation and the relation between the
parameters and the processes considered in Sec. 2.2. The cross sections for the processes
calculated by MadGraph5 aMC@NLO, which are used for weighting the observables when
determining the spin correlation coefficients as described in Sec. 2.3 are also shown. More-
over, the format of the resulting data files from the event generation are remarked upon,
along with the formatting of the data for the analysis and determination of the spin cor-
relation coefficients and distributions of the leptonic angles as described in Sec. 2.3.
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3.1 Leading Order

MadGraph5 aMC@NLO is used as an event generator to simulate the processes defined
in Sec. 2.2. Even though, MadGraph5 aMC@NLO is capable of computing processes at
the NLO accuracy, in this study we restrict it to LO only. The reason to this is that
simulations at the LO are much simpler and take less time than performing simulations
at NLO. Moreover, since we are interested in the interference effects between signal and
background in the spin correlations, we do not expect these to be significantly altered by
the NLO corrections since the LO terms have the largest contribution and dominates over
the NLO terms. Although NLO corrections could show non-zero alterations to the LO, we
still want to check for LO effects before going to NLO. Thus, LO accurate simulations are
sufficient to investigate if there are a non-trivial interference effects.

3.2 Event generation

The cross section for each event is calculated by the MadGraph5 aMC@NLO program and
is performed for a 13 TeV center of momentum energy proton-proton collider. The exact
syntax for generating the five processes is as follows,

generate p p > l+ l- vl vl~ b b~

generate p p > l+ l- vl vl~ b b~ $$t t~

generate p p > l+ l- vl vl~ b b~ $$t

generate p p > l+ l- vl vl~ b b~ $$t~

generate p p > t t~ , t > l+ vl b , t~ > l- vl~ b~

To generate the single resonant+non resonant and the non-resonant processes, the double
dollar notation $$ is used which excludes t and/or t̄ in the s-channel. This means that
all diagrams that feature t and/or t̄ in the s-channel are discarded and are not taken
into account. For the double resonant process, denoted by Eq. (2), the so called decay
chain syntax is needed in order to decay the t and t̄ into the dilepton final states. Only
p-resonant diagrams are included in the computations. P-resonant diagrams are defined
by considering the production of p unstable particles uk (k = 1, ...p) which decay into nk

particles d1,k, ...dnk,k in association with l stable particles s1, ...sl as

x+ y −→ u1(→ d1,1 + ...dn1,1 +X1) + ...up(→ d1,p + ...dnp,1 +Xp) + s1 + ..sl +X0. (25)

Eq. (25) does not properly define a process, but instead corresponds to the contributions
to the process,

x+ y −→ d1,1 + ...dn1,1 + ...d1,p + ...dnp,p + s1 + ...sl +X, (26)
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X =

p⋃
k=0

Xk, (27)

whose diagrams include an s-channel propagator for each of the p unstable particles uk, with
one end attached to a sub-diagram that contain at least the decay products d1,k, ...dnk,k.
These diagrams are so called p-resonant. However, only taking p-resonant diagrams into
account for the computations violates gauge invariance. Nonetheless, this can be avoided
by using the fact that only using the p-resonant diagrams in computations are formally
correct in the limit where all the widths of unstable particles vanish, i.e in the narrow
width approximation (NWA), characterized by,

Γuk
−→ 0 ∀k, (28)

where Γuk
is the decay width for the unstable particle uk. Furthermore, spin correlations

and off-shell effects are both taken into account exactly, but the virtualitym∗ of the decayed
particle is forced to be in the following range,

|m∗ −m| ≤ bwcutoff · Γ, (29)

where m is the pole mass, Γ is the resonance/decay width and bwcutoff is a parameter
that defines what is considered to be on-shell s-channel resonances and it cuts of the tail
of the off-shell effects. The default value of the bwcutoff parameter is 10, however given
that the resonance/decay width of the top quark as predicted by the SM when considering
mt = 172.5 GeV [4] is given by,

Γt = 1.33 GeV, (30)

we set the bwcutoff to 100 in order to maximize the range of the virtuality m∗ so that as
much as possible effects are taken into account for and to not be that close to the NWA.
Furthermore, for the double resonant contribution which have two decay chains for the t
and the t̄, the hidden parameter cut decays which by default is set to False, needs to be set
to True in order to force MG5aMC to apply the generation cuts also to the t and t̄ decay
products. Moreover, for a straightforward comparison between the full and no interference
contributions we set the renormalization and factorization scales to,

µR = µF = mt = 173 GeV. (31)

The number of events for the simulation is chosen as 106 events in order to achieve a suffi-
cient statistical significance, which is done by altering the nevents parameter. In summary,
all of these changes to the input parameters used in the event generation for the processes
are done by running the following commands following the launch of each of the processes,
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set bwcutoff 100

set fixed_ren_scale true

set fixed_fac_scale true

set scale 173

set dsqrt_q2fact1 173

set dsqrt_q2fact2 173

set cut_decays true

set nevents 1000000

The results are Les Houches Event (LHE) files [16] with the unweighted events for the
process. In order to compute the spin correlation coefficients as mentioned in Sec. 2.3, we
have written a LHE parser in Python, based on the format of the LHE file [17]. It reads
the LHE file and converts it to a usable list object containing all the events and the list
of all the involved particles and their respective properties that then can be used in the
analysis. The code for the LHE parser is listed in appendix A.1.

3.3 Cross sections and re-weighting

The cross sections calculated by MadGraph5 aMC@NLO for the different contributions as
given by Eq. (3) which are used for re-weighting the contributions with their respective cross
sections when calculating the spin correlation coefficients as in Eq. (11) and for constructing
the distributions for the leptonic angles are listed here in Tab. 1.

σFull σD σ\t σ\t̄ σ\tt̄ σNo interference

21.6 20.38 0.7426 0.7439 0.0462 21.82

Table 1: The calculated cross sections in pb from the event simulation performed by
MadGraph5 aMC@NLO for the different processes and the no interference combination as
defined in Eq. (3).

By comparing the cross sections for the full and the no interference as given in Tab. 1, and
considering their pure statistical uncertainties, based on the method of integration used by
the programme, is on the level of 10−4 pb, we can see that there is a difference of about
1% between the cross sections.
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4 Results and Discussion

In this section the results for the spin correlation coefficients as defined by Eq. (11) at LO
and the distribution of the leptonic angles defined by Eqs. (7), (8) and (9) for the full and
the combined no interference processes are presented and compared to each other.

4.1 Correlation coefficients

Here the spin correlation coefficients for the full and the no interference processes are
presented together with their corresponding uncertainty defined by the standard error.
The B coefficients are shown in Tab. 2 and the C coefficients in Tab. 3.

Full No interference
B+

k (6.106± 0.007)× 10−2 (6.011± 0.007)× 10−2

B+
n (1.9± 0.6)× 10−4 (−3± 57)× 10−6

B+
r (−4.11± 0.08)× 10−3 (−3.96± 0.08)× 10−3

B−
k (−6.083± 0.007)× 10−2 (−6.015± 0.007)× 10−2

B−
n (−9± 6)× 10−5 (−3± 6)× 10−5

B−
r (4.27± 0.08)× 10−3 (4.20± 0.08)× 10−3

Table 2: The B coefficients as defined by Eq. (11) at LO for the full and the combined no
interference processes together with their respective standard error.

Full No interference
Ckk (6.003± 0.018)× 10−2 (5.849± 0.017)× 10−2

Ckn (10± 13)× 10−5 (2± 12)× 10−5

Ckr (−3.782± 0.016)× 10−2 (−3.752± 0.015)× 10−2

Cnk (2.7± 1.3)× 10−4 (1.9± 1.2)× 10−4

Cnn (−6.48± 0.08)× 10−3 (−6.67± 0.08)× 10−3

Cnr (1± 10)× 10−5 (−4± 10)× 10−5

Crk (−3.772± 0.016)× 10−2 (−3.723± 0.015)× 10−2

Crn (−3± 10)× 10−5 (−2± 1)× 10−4

Crr (−7.561± 0.014)× 10−2 (−7.491± 0.013)× 10−2

Table 3: The C coefficients as defined by Eq. (11) at LO for the full and the combined no
interference processes together with their respective standard error.
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Firstly, by looking at Tab. 2 it is clear that most of the B coefficients for both the full and
the no interference processes are quite small, with some being compatible with zero at LO,
and most of them are on a order lower than 10−3. Despite this, four of the coefficients,
namely the B+

k , B
−
k , B

+
r and B−

r coefficients for the full and the no interference processes
are non-compatible with zero, with the smallest out of them being on an order of 10−3. A
similar trend can be seen in Tab. 3 for the C coefficients, where most of the coefficient for
both the full and the no interference processes are compatible with zero at LO, being on
the order of 10−3 or lower. However, the Ckk, Ckr, Crk and Crr coefficients for both the full
and the no interference processes are all on the order of magnitude of 10−2. The standard
error for all of the B and C coefficients for both the full and no interference processes are
all on the order of 10−4 to 10−5 and as a result, the coefficients of order 10−3 or greater
have an smaller error estimate compared to the smaller coefficients that are compatible
with zero which are as small as 10−6, making their associated standard error of the same
size or even greater than the the calculated value of the coefficients.

Beginning with the B coefficients in Tab. 2, it is evident that when taking into account
the uncertainties in the coefficients almost all of the coefficients, specifically 4 out of 6 are
compatible with each other when comparing the values for the full and the no interference
contributions. Nonetheless, one can see that there is in fact a difference for the largest B
coefficients, namely the B+

k and B−
k . When comparing the coefficients for the two contri-

butions and taking into account their respective uncertainties one can see that there is
a difference on the order of percent level for the coefficients. Furthermore, by looking at
Tab. 3, one can again see that most of the coefficients when comparing the two contribu-
tions are compatible with each other when taking into account the uncertainties. Even so,
one can see that there is an difference in the four of the larger coefficients, namely in Ckk,
Cnn, Crk and Crr when comparing the two contributions to each other. When taking into
account the uncertainties one can see that there is a difference between the coefficients
on the order of percent level for Ckk, Cnn, Crk and Crr when comparing the full and the
no interference contributions. Thus, from Tab. 2 and Tab. 3 it is evident that there is an
difference in the spin correlations between the full and the no interference contributions
on the order of percent level.

4.2 Distributions of the leptonic angles

Here the results for the distributions for the leptonic angles defined by Eqs. (7), (8) and (9)
are plotted as histograms for the full and the combined no interference processes normalized
and weighted with their respective cross sections as defined in Eq. (3) and calculated in
Tab. 1. The ratio between the bin counts of the no interference and the full is also plotted
for each histogram in order to visualize the compatibility between the no interference and
the full processes.
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(a) In the upper subplot is the normalized distribution of cos(θk+) for the full process in blue and the no
interference process in red, weighted with their respective cross sections. The error bars show the standard
error and are depicted in blue for the full and in red for the no interference process. The lower subplot depicts
in magenta, the ratio between the bin counts of the no interference and the full processes. The uncertainties
for the ratio is shown in blue and red for the upper and lower uncertainty respectively.
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(b) In the upper subplot is the normalized distribution of cos(θk−) for the full process in blue and the no
interference process in red, weighted with their respective cross sections. The error bars show the standard
error and are depicted in blue for the full and in red for the no interference process. The lower subplot depicts
in magenta, the ratio between the bin counts of the no interference and the full processes. The uncertainties
for the ratio is shown in blue and red for the upper and lower uncertainty respectively.

Figure 5: The normalized and weighted distributions for the positive and negative leptonic
angles in the k̂ direction as defined by Eq. (7), together with the ratio plot between the no
interference and the full.
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(a) In the upper subplot is the normalized distribution of cos(θn+) for the full process in blue and the no
interference process in red, weighted with their respective cross sections. The error bars show the standard
error and are depicted in blue for the full and in red for the no interference process. The lower subplot depicts
in magenta, the ratio between the bin counts of the no interference and the full processes. The uncertainties
for the ratio is shown in blue and red for the upper and lower uncertainty respectively.
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(b) In the upper subplot is the normalized distribution of cos(θn−) for the full process in blue and the no
interference process in red, weighted with their respective cross sections. The error bars show the standard
error and are depicted in blue for the full and in red for the no interference process. The lower subplot depicts
in magenta, the ratio between the bin counts of the no interference and the full processes. The uncertainties
for the ratio is shown in blue and red for the upper and lower uncertainty respectively.

Figure 6: The normalized and weighted distributions for the positive and negative leptonic
angles in the n̂ direction as defined by Eq. (8), together with the ratio plot between the no
interference and the full.
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(a) In the upper subplot is the normalized distribution of cos(θr+) for the full process in blue and the no
interference process in red, weighted with their respective cross sections. The error bars show the standard
error and are depicted in blue for the full and in red for the no interference process. The lower subplot depicts
in magenta, the ratio between the bin counts of the no interference and the full processes. The uncertainties
for the ratio is shown in blue and red for the upper and lower uncertainty respectively.
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(b) In the upper subplot is the normalized distribution of cos(θr−) for the full process in blue and the no
interference process in red, weighted with their respective cross sections. The error bars show the standard
error and are depicted in blue for the full and in red for the no interference process. The lower subplot depicts
in magenta, the ratio between the bin counts of the no interference and the full processes. The uncertainties
for the ratio is shown in blue and red for the upper and lower uncertainty respectively.

Figure 7: The normalized and weighted distributions for the positive and negative leptonic
angles in the r̂ direction as defined by Eq. (9), together with the ratio plot between the no
interference and the full.
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Firstly, by looking at Fig. 5 one can see that the the two histograms are mirror symmetric
with respect to each other which is to be expected given the definition of k̂. In a similar
manner one can also see in Fig. 7 that the shape of the histograms also are mirror symmetric
with respect to each other which is to be expected given how the r̂ vector was defined as
in Eq. (5). Moreover, as is seen in Fig. 6, the leptonic distributions for cos(θn+) and cos(θn−)
are the only ones that are symmetric with respect to each other compared to the two other
sets of distributions for the positive and negative leptonic angles. This is however to be
expected given how the n̂ vector was constructed as seen in Eq. (6).

Looking at the leptonic distributions in the k̂ direction in Fig. 5, one can see that when
taking into account the uncertainties, both the distributions for cos(θk+) and cos(θk−) are
compatible with each other when comparing the full and the no interference contribu-
tions. Additionally, looking at the ratio plots between the no interference and the full in
Fig. 5, for both cos(θk+) and cos(θk−) shows a ratio very close to 1, with only small devi-
ations from 1. However, when considering the uncertainties for the ratio between the no
interference and the full, the ratio falls within a ratio of 1. This in turn points to the fact
that the distributions are compatible with each other. Furthermore, this behaviour can also
be seen in the leptonic distribution for cos(θn+) and cos(θn−) in Fig. 6, where it is evident
that the distribution are compatible for the full and the no interference contributions when
taking into account the uncertainties. The ratio plots between both cos(θn+) and cos(θn−)
as seen in Fig. 6 are also very close to 1, with only small deviations from 1, which in turn
is accounted for when considering the uncertainties for the ratio. This also comes to show
that the distributions are compatible. Moreover, for the leptonic distribution of cos(θr+) and
cos(θr−) in Fig. 7, it is also clear that the distributions for the full and the no interference
are compatible with each other when considering the uncertainties. Similarly, looking at
the ratio plots of cos(θr+) and cos(θr−) in Fig. 7 one can see that the ratio plots are close to
1 with only small deviations from 1 which is accounted for when including the uncertain-
ties. Hence, from Fig. 5, Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 it is evident that there is no measurable difference
between the leptonic distributions of the full and the no interference contributions.

Given that the spin correlation coefficients are highly correlated with the leptonic distri-
butions, since the coefficients are a combination of the distributions, making them directly
dependent on each other, makes it a bit surprising that we measure a detectable effect be-
tween the spin correlation coefficients but not for the leptonic distributions. On the other
hand, this is most likely due to the fact that the statistical fluctuations in the differential
distributions are simply too large to see an effect for, similar to what could be seen in [11].
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5 Conclusion

Here for the first time we investigate the effect that the interference between signal and
irreducible background events present in top quark pair production have on the spin cor-
relations of top quark pairs. We have focused on the top quark pair production and decay
to a dilepton channel at LO. There are two major approximations that we have used, pri-
marily that we have assumed an ideal detector and secondly, that we can reconstruct the
top quark momentum exactly, even though we cannot measure the neutrino momentum
in experiment. Furthermore, we have not restricted the invariant mass between the lepton,
b-quark and neutrino to be close to that of the top quark, something that in practical
analysis always will be done in order to reduce the contamination from background contri-
butions even more. This would also reduce the contribution from the interference between
the signal and background. Hence, we are only looking at the ideal case, i.e., the best case
to find an effect. For this reason, in practice some effects might be washed out a bit com-
pared to the ideal model considered here. Additionally, one can note that the $$ is more
limited than other alternatives such as $ for the event generation, although it cannot be
considered an approximation per se, since it is necessary in order to define and generate
the no interference contributions. Even with all of this, the calculated cross sections for the
full and the combined no interference contributions are compatible within 1 %, indicating
that the $$ and its associated parameter changes works in this context.

To this end, we investigated the effect on the spin correlations of top quark pairs within
the spin-density formalism that the interference between signal and irreducible background
events present in top quark pair production have. We found that for the spin correlation
coefficients most of the coefficients are compatible with zero for both the full and the no
interference contributions. However, a number of coefficients that deviates from zero do
have a significant difference on the order of percent level between the full and the no inter-
ference contributions, which indicates that there is an effect from the interference between
signal and background events present in top quark pair production on the spin correlations
of top quark pairs. Additionally, the distributions of the positive and negative leptonic an-
gles in all k̂, n̂ and r̂ directions are all compatible with each other for the full and the no
interference.

All in all considering this ideal model, the results, with the differences for the spin corre-
lation coefficients between the full and the no interference contributions indicates that the
interference between signal and irreducible background events present in top quark pair
production do in fact have an measurable effect on the order of percent level on the spin
correlation of top quark pairs. This challenges the notion up till now, that the effect from
the interference between signal and background on the spin correlation of top quark pairs
can be neglected in relation to the top quark pairs spin correlations. In conclusion, more
investigations are needed in order to determine the origins of these interference effects and
if they can be reduced by analysis cuts that select top quark pair production or not.
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A Appendices

A.1 LHE parser Python

import re
from typing import NamedTuple
import numpy as np

EVENT_TAG = '<event>'
INIT_TAG = '<init>'
INIT_END_TAG = '</init>'
FILE_END_TAG = '</LesHouchesEvents>'

class Parameters(NamedTuple):
id_a : int # IDBMUP(1)
id_b : int # IDBMUP(2)
energy_a : float # EBMUP(1)
energy_b : float # EBMUP(2)
pdfgup_a : int # PDFGUP(1)
pdfgup_b : int # PDFGUP(2)
pdfsup_a : int # PDFSUP(1)
pdfsup_b : int # PDFSUP(2)
weight : int # IDWTUP
nprup : int # NPRUP
xsecup : float # XSECUP(MAXPUP)
xerrup : float # XERRUP(MAXPUP)
xmaxup : float # XMAXUP(MAXPUP)
lprup : float # LPRUP(MAXPUP)

class Particle(NamedTuple):
pdgid : int # IDUP
status : int # ISTUP
mother_a : int # MOTHUP(1)
mother_b : int # MOTHUP(2)
color_a : int # ICOLUP(1)
color_b : int # ICOLUP(2)
px : float # PUP(1)
py : float # PUP(2)
pz : float # PUP(3)
E : float # PUP(4)
M : float # PUP(5)
lifetime : float # VTIMUP
spin : float # SPINUP

class Event(NamedTuple):
nparticles : int # NUP
subprocess : int # IDPRUP
weight : float # XWGTUP
scale : float # SCALUP
qedcoupling : float # AQEDUP
qcdcoupling : float # AQCDUP
particles : list # List of particles in the event

class Process(NamedTuple):
init : Parameters
events : list

# Reads LHEF file and stores the information in according classes
def ReadLHEF(filepath):

fp = open(filepath)
init = []
line = fp.readline()

while line.strip() != INIT_TAG: line = fp.readline()
line = fp.readline()
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while line.strip() != INIT_END_TAG: # Reads the initialisation parameters
if "<generator" in line:

line=fp.readline()
continue

line = re.sub('\s+', ' ', line).strip().split(' ')
line = [float(i) for i in line]
init = init + line
line = fp.readline()

p = Process(Parameters(*init),[])

line = fp.readline()
while line.strip() != FILE_END_TAG: # Reads the events

if line.strip() == EVENT_TAG:
line = fp.readline()
line = re.sub('\s+', ' ', line).strip().split(' ')
line[0:2] = map(int, line[0:2])
line[2:6] = map(float, line[2:6])
e = Event(*line, [])

for i in range(e.nparticles):
line = fp.readline()
line = re.sub('\s+', ' ', line).strip().split(' ')
line[0:6] = map(int, line[0:6])
line[6:13] = map(float, line[6:13])

e.particles.append(Particle(*line))

p.events.append(e)

line = fp.readline()

return p

#The parser can then be used to read the LHE files by using;
Data=ReadLHEF("LHE_File_path")

A.2 Lab frame to CM frame transformation

#Gives the list of each particles for event i in Data.
def Compact_events(self, i):

return self.events[i][6]

#Gives the list of initial particles for event i in Data
def Initial_particles(self,i):

list=Compact_events(self,i)
array=[]
for j in range(len(list)):

if list[j][1]==-1:
array.append([list[j].pdgid, list[j].status, [list[j].E,
list[j].px, list[j].py, list[j].pz]])

return array

#Gives the list of intermediate particles for event i in Data
def Intermediate_particles(self,i):

list=Compact_events(self,i)
array=[]
for j in range(len(list)):

if list[j][1]==2:
array.append([list[j].pdgid, list[j].status, [list[j].E,
list[j].px, list[j].py, list[j].pz]])

return array

#Gives the list of final particles for event i in Data
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def Final_particles(self,i):
list=Compact_events(self,i)
array=[]
for j in range(len(list)):

if list[j][1]==1:
array.append([list[j].pdgid, list[j].status, [list[j].E,
list[j].px, list[j].py, list[j].pz]])

return array
#The Lorentz boost between Lab frame and CM frame
# The beta value for the boost for event i
def Beta(self,i):

list=Initial_particles(self,i)
E_1=list[0][2][0]
E_2=list[1][2][0]
Beta=(E_1-E_2)/(E_1+E_2)
return Beta

#The gamma factor for the boost for event i
def Gamma_factor(self,i):

Gamma=1/np.sqrt(1-Beta(self,i)**2)
return Gamma

# The boost in z-direction from the lab frame to the Cm frame
def Boost_matrix(self,i):

g=Gamma_factor(self,i)
b=Beta(self,i)
Boost_matrix=[ [g, 0, 0, -b*g],

[0, 1, 0, 0 ],
[0, 0, 1, 0 ],
[-b*g, 0, 0, g ]

]
return Boost_matrix

#Boost the initial state particles from the Lab frame to the CM frame.
def Boost_ini(self,i):

t=Boost_matrix(self,i)
list=Initial_particles(self, i)
b=[]
for j in range(len(list)):

l=list[j][2]
boosted=np.dot(t,l)
new=[list[j][0], list[j][1], boosted]
b.append(new)

return b

#Boost the intermediate state particles from the Lab frame to the CM frame.
def Boost_int(self,i):

t=Boost_matrix(self,i)
list=Intermediate_particles(self,i)
b=[]
for j in range(len(list)):

l=list[j][2]
boosted=np.dot(t,l)
new=[list[j][0], list[j][1], boosted]
b.append(new)

return b

#Boost the final state particles from the Lab frame to the CM frame.
def Boost_final(self,i):

t=Boost_matrix(self,i)
list=Final_particles(self,i)
b=[]
for j in range(len(list)):

l=list[j][2]
boosted=np.dot(t,l)
new=[list[j][0], list[j][1], boosted]
b.append(new)

return b
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#Reconstructing the top for each event
def Top_reconstruction(self,i):

l=Boost_final(self,i)
list=[]
for j in range(len(l)):

if l[j][0]==5 or l[j][0]==-11 or l[j][0]==-13 or l[j][0]==12 or l[j][0]==14:
list.append(l[j])

top=0
for k in range(len(list)):

top=top+list[k][2]
return top

A.3 The spin-density formalism

#Constructing the unit vectors for the spin density formalism
# The normalised vector of the incoming proton from the left, i.e the beam axis
def p_hat(self,i):

p=Boost_ini(self,i)[0][2] # Incoming proton from the left
proton=[p[1], p[2], p[3]]
p_hat=proton/np.linalg.norm(proton)
return p_hat

#The k_hat basis vector for the orthornormal basis (k,n,r)
def k_hat(self,i):

t=Top_reconstruction(self,i)
top=[t[1], t[2], t[3]]
k_hat=top/np.linalg.norm(top)
return k_hat

#The angle between the beam axis and the outgoing top quark
def Theta(self,i):

p=p_hat(self,i)
k=k_hat(self,i)
Cos_theta=np.dot(p, k)
return Cos_theta

#The n_hat basis vector for the orthornormal basis (k,n,r)
def n_hat(self,i):

cos_theta=Theta(self,i)
theta=np.arccos(cos_theta)
p=p_hat(self,i)
k=k_hat(self,i)
n_hat=np.sign(cos_theta)*(1/np.sin(theta))*np.cross(p,k)
return n_hat

#The r_hat basis vector for the orthornormal basis (k,n,r)

def r_hat(self,i):
cos_theta=Theta(self,i)
theta=np.arccos(cos_theta)
p=p_hat(self,i)
k=k_hat(self,i)
r_hat=np.sign(cos_theta)*(1/np.sin(theta))*(p-k*cos_theta)
return r_hat

# Defining the Leptonic angles
#The first list is the positive leptonic angles (k,n,r) and
#the second are the negative leptonic angles (k,n,r)
def Leptonic_angles(self,i):

k=k_hat(self,i)
n=n_hat(self,i)
r=r_hat(self,i)
f=Final_particles(self,i)
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for j in range(len(f)):
if f[j][0]==-11 or f[j][0]==-13:

pos=f[j]
if f[j][0]==11 or f[j][0]==13:

neg=f[j]

Pos=[pos[2][1], pos[2][2], pos[2][3]] #Pos leptonic momentum vector
Neg=[neg[2][1], neg[2][2], neg[2][3]] #Neg leptonic momentum vector
Pos_hat=Pos/np.linalg.norm(Pos) # The normalized pos leptonic momentum #vector
Neg_hat=Neg/np.linalg.norm(Neg) # The normalized neg leptonic momentum #vector

#The pos leptonic angles
cos_pos_k=np.dot(Pos_hat, k)
cos_pos_n=np.dot(Pos_hat, n)
cos_pos_r=np.dot(Pos_hat, r)

#the neg leptonic angles
cos_neg_k=np.dot(Neg_hat, k)
cos_neg_n=np.dot(Neg_hat, n)
cos_neg_r=np.dot(Neg_hat, r)
return [[cos_pos_k, cos_pos_n, cos_pos_r], [cos_neg_k, cos_neg_n, cos_neg_r]]

def Bin_angles(self):
Angles=[]
A=[ [ [], [], [] ] , [ [], [], [] ] ]
for i in range(len(self.events)):

L=Leptonic_angles(self, i)
Angles.append(L)

for i in range(len(Angles)):
for j in range(len(Angles[i])):

for k in range(len(Angles[i][j])):
A[j][k].append(Angles[i][j][k])

return A

#In order to cut down on compilation time and the heavy use of memory, the
#leptonic angles were calculated separately for each of the event files
#and saved to a new txt file which then later could be accessed.

#Saving the leptonic angles into empty txt files.
with open('Full_bin_angles.txt', 'w') as f:

f.write(json.dumps(Bin_angles(Full)))

with open('No_t_bin_angles.txt', 'w') as f:
f.write(json.dumps(Bin_angles(No_t)))

with open('No_t_bar_bin_angles.txt', 'w') as h:
h.write(json.dumps(Bin_angles(No_t_bar)))

with open('No_tt_bin_angles.txt', 'w') as m:
m.write(json.dumps(Bin_angles(No_t_t_bar)))

with open('Signal_bin_angles.txt', 'w') as n:
n.write(json.dumps(Bin_angles(Signal)))

#Loading the leptonic angles for the event files
with open('Full_bin_angles.txt', 'r') as f:

theta_Full = json.loads(f.read())

with open('No_t_bin_angles.txt', 'r') as g :
theta_No_t=json.loads(g.read())

with open('No_t_bar_bin_angles.txt', 'r') as h:
theta_No_tb= json.loads(h.read())
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with open('No_tt_bin_angles.txt', 'r') as m:
theta_No_tt= json.loads(m.read())

with open('Signal_bin_angles.txt', 'r') as n:
theta_Sig= json.loads(n.read())

#theta on the form:
#[[theta_k_p_list, theta_n_p_list, theta_r_p_list] ,
#[[theta_k_n_list, theta_n_n_list, theta_r_n_list]]]

A.4 The spin correlation coefficients

Sigma_Full=21.5987986019

Sigma=[0.742564387287, 0.743885881147, 0.0461979366247, 20.3763 ]

Sigma_No_int=Sigma[0]+Sigma[1]-Sigma[2]+Sigma[3]

av_theta_Full=[ [ [], [], [] ], [ [], [], [] ]]

av_theta_No_t=[ [ [], [], [] ], [ [], [], [] ]]

av_theta_No_tb=[ [ [], [], [] ], [ [], [], [] ]]

av_theta_No_tt=[ [ [], [], [] ], [ [], [], [] ]]

av_theta_Sig=[ [ [], [], [] ], [ [], [], [] ]]

for i in range(len(theta_Full)):

for j in range(len(theta_Full[i])):

av_theta_Full[i][j].append(np.average(theta_Full[i][j]))

av_theta_No_t[i][j].append(np.average(theta_No_t[i][j]))

av_theta_No_tb[i][j].append(np.average(theta_No_tb[i][j]))

av_theta_No_tt[i][j].append(np.average(theta_No_tt[i][j]))

av_theta_Sig[i][j].append(np.average(theta_Sig[i][j]))

av_theta_No_t_w=np.multiply(av_theta_No_t, Sigma[0])

av_theta_No_tb_w=np.multiply(av_theta_No_tb, Sigma[1])

av_theta_No_tt_w=np.multiply(av_theta_No_tt, Sigma[2])

av_theta_Sig_w=np.multiply(av_theta_Sig, Sigma[3])

#Taking the sum of the averages to get the average of the sum for

#the no interference as a combination of the sub processes

av_theta_No_int=[[0,0,0], [0,0,0]]

for i in range(len(av_theta_No_t_w)):

for j in range(len(av_theta_No_t_w[i])):

av_theta_No_int[i][j]=(av_theta_No_int[i][j]+av_theta_No_t_w[i][j]

+av_theta_No_tb_w[i][j]-av_theta_No_tt_w[i][j]+

av_theta_Sig_w[i][j])/Sigma_No_int

n_B_No_int=3/Sigma_No_int

n_B_Full=3/Sigma_Full

B_No_int=np.multiply(n_B_No_int, av_theta_No_int)

B_Full=np.multiply(n_B_Full, av_theta_Full)

#The C coefficients

theta_p_Full=[ [ [], [], [] ], [ [], [], [] ], [ [], [], [] ] ]

theta_p_No_t=[ [ [], [], [] ], [ [], [], [] ], [ [], [], [] ] ]

theta_p_No_tb=[ [ [], [], [] ], [ [], [], [] ], [ [], [], [] ] ]

theta_p_No_tt=[ [ [], [], [] ], [ [], [], [] ], [ [], [], [] ] ]

theta_p_Sig=[ [ [], [], [] ], [ [], [], [] ], [ [], [], [] ] ]
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for i in range(len(theta_Full[0][0])):

theta_p_Full[0][0].append(theta_Full[0][0][i]*theta_Full[1][0][i])

theta_p_Full[0][1].append(theta_Full[0][0][i]*theta_Full[1][1][i])

theta_p_Full[0][2].append(theta_Full[0][0][i]*theta_Full[1][2][i])

theta_p_Full[1][0].append(theta_Full[0][1][i]*theta_Full[1][0][i])

theta_p_Full[1][1].append(theta_Full[0][1][i]*theta_Full[1][1][i])

theta_p_Full[1][2].append(theta_Full[0][1][i]*theta_Full[1][2][i])

theta_p_Full[2][0].append(theta_Full[0][2][i]*theta_Full[1][0][i])

theta_p_Full[2][1].append(theta_Full[0][2][i]*theta_Full[1][1][i])

theta_p_Full[2][2].append(theta_Full[0][2][i]*theta_Full[1][2][i])

for i in range(len(theta_No_t[0][0])):

theta_p_No_t[0][0].append(theta_No_t[0][0][i]*theta_No_t[1][0][i])

theta_p_No_t[0][1].append(theta_No_t[0][0][i]*theta_No_t[1][1][i])

theta_p_No_t[0][2].append(theta_No_t[0][0][i]*theta_No_t[1][2][i])

theta_p_No_t[1][0].append(theta_No_t[0][1][i]*theta_No_t[1][0][i])

theta_p_No_t[1][1].append(theta_No_t[0][1][i]*theta_No_t[1][1][i])

theta_p_No_t[1][2].append(theta_No_t[0][1][i]*theta_No_t[1][2][i])

theta_p_No_t[2][0].append(theta_No_t[0][2][i]*theta_No_t[1][0][i])

theta_p_No_t[2][1].append(theta_No_t[0][2][i]*theta_No_t[1][1][i])

theta_p_No_t[2][2].append(theta_No_t[0][2][i]*theta_No_t[1][2][i])

for i in range(len(theta_No_tb[0][0])):

theta_p_No_tb[0][0].append(theta_No_tb[0][0][i]*theta_No_tb[1][0][i])

theta_p_No_tb[0][1].append(theta_No_tb[0][0][i]*theta_No_tb[1][1][i])

theta_p_No_tb[0][2].append(theta_No_tb[0][0][i]*theta_No_tb[1][2][i])

theta_p_No_tb[1][0].append(theta_No_tb[0][1][i]*theta_No_tb[1][0][i])

theta_p_No_tb[1][1].append(theta_No_tb[0][1][i]*theta_No_tb[1][1][i])

theta_p_No_tb[1][2].append(theta_No_tb[0][1][i]*theta_No_tb[1][2][i])

theta_p_No_tb[2][0].append(theta_No_tb[0][2][i]*theta_No_tb[1][0][i])

theta_p_No_tb[2][1].append(theta_No_tb[0][2][i]*theta_No_tb[1][1][i])

theta_p_No_tb[2][2].append(theta_No_tb[0][2][i]*theta_No_tb[1][2][i])

for i in range(len(theta_No_tt[0][0])):

theta_p_No_tt[0][0].append(theta_No_tt[0][0][i]*theta_No_tt[1][0][i])

theta_p_No_tt[0][1].append(theta_No_tt[0][0][i]*theta_No_tt[1][1][i])

theta_p_No_tt[0][2].append(theta_No_tt[0][0][i]*theta_No_tt[1][2][i])

theta_p_No_tt[1][0].append(theta_No_tt[0][1][i]*theta_No_tt[1][0][i])

theta_p_No_tt[1][1].append(theta_No_tt[0][1][i]*theta_No_tt[1][1][i])

theta_p_No_tt[1][2].append(theta_No_tt[0][1][i]*theta_No_tt[1][2][i])

theta_p_No_tt[2][0].append(theta_No_tt[0][2][i]*theta_No_tt[1][0][i])

theta_p_No_tt[2][1].append(theta_No_tt[0][2][i]*theta_No_tt[1][1][i])

theta_p_No_tt[2][2].append(theta_No_tt[0][2][i]*theta_No_tt[1][2][i])

for i in range(len(theta_Sig[0][0])):

theta_p_Sig[0][0].append(theta_Sig[0][0][i]*theta_Sig[1][0][i])

theta_p_Sig[0][1].append(theta_Sig[0][0][i]*theta_Sig[1][1][i])

theta_p_Sig[0][2].append(theta_Sig[0][0][i]*theta_Sig[1][2][i])
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theta_p_Sig[1][0].append(theta_Sig[0][1][i]*theta_Sig[1][0][i])

theta_p_Sig[1][1].append(theta_Sig[0][1][i]*theta_Sig[1][1][i])

theta_p_Sig[1][2].append(theta_Sig[0][1][i]*theta_Sig[1][2][i])

theta_p_Sig[2][0].append(theta_Sig[0][2][i]*theta_Sig[1][0][i])

theta_p_Sig[2][1].append(theta_Sig[0][2][i]*theta_Sig[1][1][i])

theta_p_Sig[2][2].append(theta_Sig[0][2][i]*theta_Sig[1][2][i])

av_p_Full=[ [ [], [], [] ], [ [], [], [] ], [ [], [], [] ] ]

av_p_No_t= [ [ [], [], [] ], [ [], [], [] ], [ [], [], [] ] ]

av_p_No_tb=[ [ [], [], [] ], [ [], [], [] ], [ [], [], [] ] ]

av_p_No_tt=[ [ [], [], [] ], [ [], [], [] ], [ [], [], [] ] ]

av_p_Sig=[ [ [], [], [] ], [ [], [], [] ], [ [], [], [] ] ]

for i in range(len(theta_p_No_t)):

for j in range(len(theta_p_No_t[i])):

av_p_Full[i][j].append(np.average(theta_p_Full[i][j]))

av_p_No_t[i][j].append(np.average(theta_p_No_t[i][j]))

av_p_No_tb[i][j].append(np.average(theta_p_No_tb[i][j]))

av_p_No_tt[i][j].append(np.average(theta_p_No_tt[i][j]))

av_p_Sig[i][j].append(np.average(theta_p_Sig[i][j]))

av_p_No_t_w=np.multiply(av_p_No_t, Sigma[0])

av_p_No_tb_w=np.multiply(av_p_No_tb, Sigma[1])

av_p_No_tt_w=np.multiply(av_p_No_tt, Sigma[2])

av_p_Sig_w=np.multiply(av_p_Sig, Sigma[3])

av_p_No_int=[[0,0,0], [0,0,0], [0,0,0]]

for i in range(len(av_p_No_int)):

for j in range(len(av_p_No_int[i])):

av_p_No_int[i][j]=(av_p_No_t_w[i][j]+ av_p_No_tb_w[i][j]-av_p_No_tt_w[i][j]+av_p_Sig_w[i][j])/Sigma_No_int

n_C_No_int=-9/Sigma_No_int

n_C_Full=-9/Sigma_Full

C_No_int=np.multiply(n_C_No_int, av_p_No_int)

C_Full=np.multiply(n_C_Full, av_p_Full)

#uncertainties for the coefficients, standard error

#The B coefficients

std_theta_Full=[ [ [], [], [] ], [ [], [], [] ]]

std_theta_No_t=[ [ [], [], [] ], [ [], [], [] ]]

std_theta_No_t_bar=[ [ [], [], [] ], [ [], [], [] ]]

std_theta_No_tt=[ [ [], [], [] ], [ [], [], [] ]]

std_theta_Signal=[ [ [], [], [] ], [ [], [], [] ]]

for i in range(len(theta_Full)):

for j in range(len(theta_Full[i])):

std_theta_Full[i][j].append(np.std(theta_Full[i][j], ddof=1))

std_theta_No_t[i][j].append(np.std(theta_No_t[i][j], ddof=1))

std_theta_No_t_bar[i][j].append(np.std(theta_No_tb[i][j], ddof=1))

std_theta_No_tt[i][j].append(np.std(theta_No_tt[i][j], ddof=1))

std_theta_Signal[i][j].append(np.std(theta_Sig[i][j], ddof=1))

std_av_theta_No_t_w=np.multiply(std_theta_No_t, Sigma[0])

std_av_theta_No_t_bar_w=np.multiply(std_theta_No_t_bar, Sigma[1])

std_av_theta_No_tt_w=np.multiply(std_theta_No_tt, Sigma[2])

std_av_theta_Signal_w=np.multiply(std_theta_Signal, Sigma[3])
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std_No_int=[ [0, 0, 0], [0, 0, 0]]

for i in range(len(std_av_theta_No_t_w)):

for j in range(len(std_av_theta_No_t_w[i])):

std_No_int[i][j]=np.sqrt((std_av_theta_No_t_w[i][j])**2

+ (std_av_theta_No_t_bar_w[i][j])**2 + (std_av_theta_No_tt_w[i][j])**2

+(std_av_theta_Signal_w[i][j])**2) /Sigma_No_int

B_No_int_std=np.multiply(std_No_int, n_B_No_int)

B_full_std=np.multiply(std_theta_Full, n_B_Full)

u=1/np.sqrt(1000000)

std_err_B_No_int=np.multiply(B_No_int_std, u )

std_err_B_Full=np.multiply(B_full_std, u)

#The C coefficients

std_products_Full=[ [ [], [], [] ], [ [], [], [] ], [ [], [], [] ] ]

std_products_No_t=[ [ [], [], [] ], [ [], [], [] ], [ [], [], [] ] ]

std_products_No_t_bar=[ [ [], [], [] ], [ [], [], [] ], [ [], [], [] ] ]

std_products_No_tt=[ [ [], [], [] ], [ [], [], [] ], [ [], [], [] ] ]

std_products_Signal=[ [ [], [], [] ], [ [], [], [] ], [ [], [], [] ] ]

for i in range(len(theta_p_No_t)):

for j in range(len(theta_p_No_t[i])):

std_products_Full[i][j].append(np.std(theta_p_Full[i][j]))

std_products_No_t[i][j].append(np.std(theta_p_No_t[i][j]))

std_products_No_t_bar[i][j].append(np.std(theta_p_No_tb[i][j]))

std_products_No_tt[i][j].append(np.std(theta_p_No_tt[i][j]))

std_products_Signal[i][j].append(np.std(theta_p_Sig[i][j]))

std_products_No_t_w=np.multiply(std_products_No_t, Sigma[0])

std_products_No_t_bar_w=np.multiply(std_products_No_t_bar, Sigma[1])

std_products_No_tt_w=np.multiply(std_products_No_tt, Sigma[2])

std_products_Signal_w=np.multiply(std_products_Signal, Sigma[3])

std_No_int_C=[ [0, 0, 0], [0, 0, 0], [0, 0, 0]]

for i in range(len(std_products_No_t_w)):

for j in range(len(std_products_No_t_w[i])):

std_No_int_C[i][j]=np.sqrt((std_products_No_t_w[i][j])**2

+(std_products_No_t_bar_w[i][j])**2 + (std_products_No_tt_w[i][j])**2

+(std_products_Signal_w[i][j])**2)/Sigma_No_int

C_No_int_std=np.multiply(std_No_int_C, n_C_No_int)

C_Full_std=np.multiply(std_products_Full, n_C_Full)

std_err_C_No_int=np.multiply(C_No_int_std,u)

std_err_C_Full=np.multiply(C_Full_std, u)

A.5 Histograms for the leptonic angular distributions

#Function for plotting the distributions.

#(0,0)=k+, (0,1)=n+, (0,2)=r+, (1,0)=k-, (1,1)=n-, (1,2)=r-

def Hist(i,j):

F=theta_Full[i][j]

t=theta_No_t[i][j]

t_b=theta_No_tb[i][j]

tt=theta_No_tt[i][j]

S=theta_Sig[i][j]
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W_F=np.ones_like(F)*Sigma_Full

W_t=np.ones_like(t)*Sigma[0]

W_t_b=np.ones_like(t_b)*Sigma[1]

W_tt=np.ones_like(tt)*Sigma[2]

W_S=np.ones_like(S)*Sigma[3]

Bins_0=np.arange(-1,1.01,0.01) # Gives 200 Bins spaced between -1 and +1

H_F, Bins_F=np.histogram(F, bins=Bins_0, weights=W_F, density=True) #The Full is normalized

#The processes are weighted and binned

H_t, Bins_t=np.histogram(t, bins=Bins_0, weights=W_t)

H_t_b, Bins_t_b=np.histogram(t_b, bins=Bins_0, weights=W_t_b)

H_tt, Bins_tt=np.histogram(tt, bins=Bins_0, weights=W_tt)

H_s, Bins_s=np.histogram(S, bins=Bins_0, weights=W_S)

#Adding and subtracting the frequencies in the bins accordingly

H_N=(H_t+H_t_b-H_tt+H_s)

#Defining the left edges and the width for the bar graph

left_edges = Bins_s[:-1]

Width = (left_edges[1] - left_edges[0])

#Normalizing the combinations

Norm_factor=1/np.sum(H_N*np.diff(Bins_s))

H_NN=H_N*Norm_factor #Normalizing the combination

#Error bars

Err_F=np.std(H_F, ddof=1)/np.sqrt(len(H_F))

Err_N=np.std(H_NN, ddof=1)/np.sqrt(len(H_NN))

def getRatio(bin1,bin2):

bins = []

for b1,b2 in zip(bin1,bin2):

if b1==0 and b2==0:

bins.append(1.)

elif b2==0:

bins.append(0.)

else:

bins.append(float(b1)/float(b2))

return bins

fig = plt.figure()

ax = fig.add_subplot(2,1,1)

plt.xticks(fontsize=20)

plt.yticks(fontsize=20)

#Plotting the histograms

ax.bar(left_edges, H_NN, align='edge', width=Width, color='r',

alpha=0.5,yerr=Err_N, ecolor='r', label='No Interference', capsize=1)

ax.bar(left_edges, H_F, align='edge', width=Width, color='b',

alpha=0.5, yerr=Err_F, ecolor='b', label='Full',capsize=1)

leg = ax.legend( loc="best", fontsize=14)

ax.set_ylabel(r'$\frac{1}{\sigma}\frac{d\sigma}{dcos(\theta_{+}^{k})}$', fontsize=28)

ax.set_title(r'Distribution of $cos(\theta_{+}^{k})$ ', fontsize=28)
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# Setting up the subplot for ratio

ax = fig.add_subplot(2,1,2)

plt.xticks(fontsize=20)

plt.yticks(fontsize=20)

ratio = getRatio(H_NN,H_F)

#1 for reference

one=np.ones_like(ratio)

#the upper and lower uncertainties

bin_err_r_u=ratio*((Err_N/H_NN)+(Err_F/H_F))

ratio_err_upper=ratio+bin_err_r_u

ratio_err_lower=ratio-bin_err_r_u

#plotting the ratio

ax.plot(left_edges,ratio, color='m', label='No Interference/Full')

ax.plot(left_edges, one, color='k', label='1')

ax.plot(left_edges, ratio_err_upper, color='b', label='Upper uncertainty ')

ax.plot(left_edges, ratio_err_lower, color='r', label='Lower uncertainty ')

leg=ax.legend(loc="best", fontsize=14)

ax.set_ylim(0.5,1.5)

ax.set_xlabel(r'$cos(\theta_{+}^{k})$',fontsize=25)

ax.set_ylabel('Ratio', fontsize=28)
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